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Realising Potential, Inspiring Change



help with housing, learning and living

BUSINESS PLAN OBJECTIVES

BCHA has produced a five year business plan to cover the period 2015 to 2020.  There are three key 
themes to the plan – accommodation, back to work and customers & communities (ABC for short).  A 
summary of our key commitments is given below.

ACCOMMODATION THEME

BCHBCHA is committed to a range of good quality, affordable accommodation options to meet the needs of 
homeless and socially excluded people in our communities.   Over the period 2014-2020 we will:

(1) Provide more Homes

 - Increase our stock of owned homes.  We will specifically seek to acquire more owned stock in          
Plymouth/Exeter.

 - Look to provide accommodation solutions to unmet needs.

(2) Future Proof our Homes

 - Develop an enhanced Homes Standard, particularly so that supported housing conforms to People &    - Develop an enhanced Homes Standard, particularly so that supported housing conforms to People &   
Places of Change model of support

 - Invest to make homes energy efficient and reduce fuel poverty

 - Sell and re-provide accommodation which offers poor value for money or is unsuitable for purpose in the 
long term or has a prime value.

BACK TO WORK THEME

BCHBCHA recognises that it needs to equip its residents with the skills and confidence to manage 
independently and one of the key ways to do this is by assisting people to become financially independent 
through employment.   Getting more people off benefits and into work, particularly young people, is a key 
Government priority and is likely to survive any change of Government.  Over the period 2014-2020 we 
will:

(3) Develop Social Enterprise Centres

 - - Transform the Alder Hills site in Poole as a single centre in the Bournemouth-Poole conurbation     
providing a range of profit-generating social enterprise activities benefiting clients through training and work 
opportunities and supported by the community.
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(4) Equip Every Client for Work

 - Develop a sustainable future for our Ignite programme (pre-employment service) beyond its Big Lottery 
funding ceasing in 2016

 - Develop a model of support for every customer which includes Information, Advice & Guidance, tuition 
(particularly basic numeracy/literacy and employability skills) and a range of meaningful occupation 
activities

CUSCUSTOMERS & COMMUNITIES THEME

BCHBCHA prides itself on providing a wide range of services in many localities for some of the most vulnerable 
people in society.  As has been said elsewhere, the funding we have traditionally relied upon to provide 
these services will become scarcer.  Our goal is to develop more flexible solutions across the South to 
enable the organisation to continue its vital mission particularly by taking advantage of other 
commissioning arenas – notably Health and Probation.  To that end, we wish to focus more on activity 
locality by locality and have recently restructured some of our operations to better achieve this.  Over the 
period 2014-2020 we will:

 - Fully implement our People & Places of Change strategy to help clients achieve their goals and  - Fully implement our People & Places of Change strategy to help clients achieve their goals and 
maximise service outcomes

 - Develop engagement with the wider public to increase support for our mission

 - Develop range of social impact and social value measures to better evidence the essential work we do

 - Develop a range of assertive services to enable residents to deal with the impact of Welfare Reforms – 
including money and debt management support and digital inclusion programmes.

 - Seek opportunities to secure funding from Health, Probation and Police & Crime authorities as the new  - Seek opportunities to secure funding from Health, Probation and Police & Crime authorities as the new 
commissioning arrangements in these sectors develop.   This may include accommodation and 
community-based initiatives.


